
Scripts of the Tamil country



FINALLY I come to the Scripts of  the Tamil country’. In the Tamil 

country (a term that includes most of  Kerala) we have links from the 

3rd century till date, fortunately. This region has the largest number of  

inscriptions on stone. Any one visiting any temples in Tamilnadu - there 

are lakhs of  them - cannot fail to notice inscriptions all over these 

temples. temples. 

You may notice that I am using the term scripts of  the Tamil 

country and not scripts for Tamil. In addition for the language Tamil, 

there came into use a script for writing Sanskrit in this region. The need 

arose as the letters used for Tamil were not adequate for Sanskrit. The 

script that came in use is called Grantha, or Pallava Grantha, as it were 

the Pallava-s who created the Grantha script. 



Till the beginning of the 20th century only two scripts were known for

writing Tamil. One is vaTTezhuttu, belonging to 8th century CE and

Tamil, of the Pallava-s dated the 7th century CE. vaTTezhuttu is now

extinct. Their descent from Brahmi could be inferred. But it was

wondered why there should be two scripts for one language. The

complete absence of written record of a great literary civilization ofcomplete absence of written record of a great literary civilization of

2000 years vintage was a puzzle.

Towards the end of the 19th century a number of inscriptions

were found in remote places. These were mostly on natural caverns

where Jain ascetics stayed. These inscriptions, called as cave

inscriptions, looked ancient and similar to the Asokan inscriptions.



In course of time the cave inscriptions were documented and finally

deciphered. These are dated to the 3rd century BCE onwards, coeval

with the inscriptions of Asoka. But these are by the Jains. Now the

picture was getting clearer.

The script of these Jain cave inscriptions is known by the termThe script of these Jain cave inscriptions is known by the term

Tamil-Brahmi to distinguish it from the Asokan script. The Asokan

Brahmi was used to write Prakrit dialects, while the Jain cave

inscriptions were for writing Tamil. The requirement of these two

languages is different and hence these two are known by different

names.



In this section will be found representative vintage selections of scripts

of the Tamil country, Tamil-Brahmi, vaTTezhuttu and Tamil scripts for

Tamil and Grantha script for Sanskrit.

This includes a few Tamil-Brahmi inscriptions which are ofThis includes a few Tamil-Brahmi inscriptions which are of

great importance, for they mention some Sangam kings: Neduchezhiyan

in Mangulam, Athiyaman of Auvai’s Nellikkani fame in Jampai and

Irumporai dynasty in Pugalur.



Tamil is the only Indian language, other than Prakrit,
used in inscriptions in early Brahmi.

Development of scripts for Tamil

used in inscriptions in early Brahmi.

Over the centuries there developed 
two more scripts for Tamil.

This development is unique in certain ways.



Thus the story of writing in the Tamil country starts 

Tamil-Brahmi

Thus the story of writing in the Tamil country starts 
with Tamil-Brahmi:
a Brahmi script that is adopted for writing Tamil.

The earliest writing belongs to the 3rd century BC.



Out of this developed two scripts:

vattezhuttu and Tamil 

Out of this developed two scripts:
vaTTezhuttu and Tamil.

vaTTezhuttu became extinct by the 8th century, CE
and Tamil is the one that we use today. 



Brahmi and Tamil-Brahmi

There are special requirement for writing Tamil
which the Asokan Brahmi cannot meet.

These are:



We shall follow the development of We shall follow the development of 
the scripts of the Tamil country through a few examples.



Jaina ascetics stayed in natural caverns
from the 3rd century, BCE and performed penance.

Inscriptions in these caves by the devotees

Earliest Tamil inscriptions

Inscriptions in these caves by the devotees
form a major part of the early writing in Tamil.

There are also inscriptions on pottery 
found in many parts of Tamilnadu.

Coins, seals and rings of the period also carry legends .

These inscriptions also help us 
to understand the life of the period.



The inscription states that the hermitage was made by

Tamil-Brahmi
Mangulam Inscription, 2nd century BCE

An inscription was discovered in a natural cave 
in Mangulam, near Madurai, in 1882.

The inscription states that the hermitage was made by
kaTalan vazhuti, a servant of neTunchezhiyan
for the monk, nanta-siri kuvan. 

This is the earliest writing found in Tamilnadu, and 
historically important
for it refers to Netunchezhian, a Pandya king 

of the Sangam period. 



Mangulam Inscription

The inscription is in Tamil-Brahmi and 
is dated to the 2nd century BCE 



A line of the inscription is given below 
to compare the Tamil script 2000 years ago

with the present day script. 

Mangulam Inscription

It may be noted that a non-Tamil letter ‘s’ (ஸ) is used



The text of the inscription is given along 
with meaning in present day Tamil 

Mangulam Inscription



Inscription in Jambai, in Villuppuram district,
is one among the most outstanding discoveries.

Tamil-Brahmi
Jambai inscription, 1st century CE

is one among the most outstanding discoveries.

The inscription records the grant of a cave shelter 
by atiyan neTumAn anchi, 

identified as the famous chieftain of Takatur 
(modern Dharmapuri), 

celebrated in Purananuru.



Jambai inscription

The hermitage was given by 
atiyamaAn neTumAn añchi, the satiyaputta



Atiyan neTumAn anchi, 
had the title of satiyapitO;

Jambai inscription

had the title of satiyapitO;
a title found in the Second Rock edict of Asoka 

along with
the Chera-s, the Chozha-s and the Pandya-s, 

thus establishing conclusively Asoka’s connection 
with the Tamil country.



The identification of satiyaputO

Jambai inscription

The identification of satiyaputO
with with atiyaman was 
on the linguistic grounds 
by Sesha Iyer and 

improved upon by Burrow. 



Jambai inscription



In Pugalur, near Karur, the ancient Chera capital

Tamil Brahmi
Pugalur inscription, 2nd century CE

In Pugalur, near Karur, the ancient Chera capital
a number of inscriptions were discovered.

One of them is important for 
it is a record of a Chera king of the irumpoRai line 

which ruled from Karur in the Sangam age.



Pugalur inscription



The inscription

Pugalur inscription

The abode of the senior Jaina monk, senkAyapan of yARRUr. 

The rock (shelter) was carved when (i)LankaTunkO, 

the son of perunkaTunkOn, the son of King Atan sel irumpoRai, 

became the heir apparent.

The meaning of the inscription



Tamil-Brahmi
Kudumiyanmalai, 3rd century CE

The hermitage (is the gift) of koRRantai of nAzhaL



Tamil-Brahmi
Arachalur inscription; 4th century CE

This is a famous inscription,
for it is considered to be 
composed of musical notations 
of the period.
composed of musical notations 
of the period.

The top two lines says that one 
tEvan cAttan composed the lines.

In the bottom are two sets of 
notation-like letters.

Let us have a closer look at the lower-left part. 



Arachalur inscription



Tamil-Brahmi
Inscription on pottery



Tamil-Brahmi
Satavahana coins 1st – 3rd centuries CE)

The coins of Satavahana-s have Prakrit and 
Tamil legends on the two sides. 

Prakrit was written in the Southern Brahmi 
while it was Tamil-Brahmi for Tamil. 

Legends on the above coin of Satakarni is instructive 



Brahmi inscriptions in Satavahana coins



Brahmi inscriptions in Satavahana coins


